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9.2. LAYER STACKING
family depends mainly on the idealization and/or abstraction
level, relevant to a concrete purpose.
This very idealization and/or abstraction process caused the
term polytype to become also an abstract notion meaning a
structural type with relevant geometrical properties,* belonging
to an abstract family whose members consist of layers with
identical structure and keep identical bulk composition. Such an
abstract notion lies at the root of all systemization and
classi®cation schemes of polytypes.
A still higher degree of abstraction has been achieved by
Dornberger-Schiff (1964, 1966, 1979) who abstracted from
chemical composition completely and investigated the manifestation of crystallochemical reasons for polytypism in the
symmetry of layers and symmetry relations between layers. Her
theory of OD (order±disorder) structures is thus a theory of
symmetry of polytypes, playing here a role similar to that of
group theory in traditional crystallography. In the next section, a
brief account of basic terms, de®nitions, and logical constructions of OD theory will be given, together with its contribution to
a geometrical de®nition of polytypism.

symmetry principle: they consist of equivalent layers (i.e. layers
of the same kind) and of equivalent layer pairs, and, in keeping
with these stipulations, any layer can be stacked onto its
predecessor in two ways. Keeping in mind that the layer pairs
that are geometrically equivalent are also energetically equivalent, and neglecting in the ®rst approximation the interactions
between a given layer and the next-but-one layer, we infer that
all structures built according to these principles are also
energetically equivalent and thus equally likely to appear.
It is important to realize that the above symmetry considerations hold not only for close packing of spheres but also for any
conceivable structure consisting of two-dimensionally periodic
layers with symmetry P 6=mmm and containing pairs of
adjacent layers with symmetry P 3m1. Moreover, the OD
theory sets a quantitative stipulation for the relation between any
two adjacent layers: they have to remain geometrically
equivalent in any polytype belonging to a family. This is far
more exact than the description: `the stacking of layers is such
that it preserves the nearest-neighbour relationships'.
9.2.2.2.2. Polytype families and OD groupoid families

9.2.2.2. Symmetry aspects of polytypism
9.2.2.2.1. Close packing of spheres
Polytypism of structures based on close packing of equal
spheres (note this idealization) is explained by the fact that the
spheres of any layer can be placed either in all the voids 5 of the
preceding layer, or in all the voids 4 ± not in both because of
steric hindrance (Section 9.2.1, Fig. 9.2.1.1).
A closer look reveals that the two voids are geometrically (but
not translationally) equivalent. This implies that the two possible
pairs of adjacent layers, say AB and AC, are geometrically
equivalent too ± this equivalence is brought about e.g. by a
re¯ection in any plane perpendicular to the layers and passing
through the centres of mutually contacting spheres A: such a
re¯ection transforms the layer A into itself, and B into C, and
vice versa. Another important point is that the symmetry proper
of any layer is described by the layer group P 6=mmm,y and that
the relative position of any two adjacent layers is such that only
some of the 24 symmetry operations of that layer group remain
valid for the pair. It is easy to see that 12 out of the total of 24
transformations do not change the z coordinate of any starting
point, and that these operations constitute a subgroup of the
index [2]. These are the so-called  operations. The remaining
12 operations change any z into z, thus turning the layer upside
down; they constitute a coset. The latter are called  operations.
Out of the 12  operations, only 6 are valid for the layer pair.
One says that only these 6 operations have a continuation in the
adjacent layer. Let us denote the general multiplicity of the
group of  operations of a single layer by N, and that of the
subgroup of these operations with a continuation in the adjacent
layer by F: then the number Z of positions of the adjacent layer
leading to geometrically equivalent layer pairs is given by
Z  N=F (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, pp. 32 ff.); in our case,
Z  12=6  2 (Fig. 9.2.2.1). This is the so-called NFZ relation,
valid with only minor alterations for all categories of OD
structures x9:2:2:2:7. It follows that all conceivable structures
based on close packing of equal spheres are built on the same
* This is an interesting example of how a development in a scienti®c discipline
in¯uences semantics: e.g. when speaking of a 6H polytype of SiC, one has very
often in mind a characteristic sequence of Si±C layers rather than deviations from
stoichiometry, presence and distribution of foreign atoms, distortion of
coordination tetrahedra, etc.
y The direction in which there is no periodicity is indicated by parentheses
(Dornberger-Schiff, 1959).

All polytypes of a substance built on the same structural
principle are said to belong to the same family. All polytypic
structures, even of different substances, built according to the
same symmetry principle also belong to a family, but different
from the previous one since it includes structures of various
polytype families, e.g. SiC, ZnS, AgI, which differ in their
composition, lattice dimensions, etc. Such a family has been
called an OD groupoid family; its members differ only in the
relative distribution of coincidence operations* describing the
respective symmetries, irrespective of the crystallochemical
content. These coincidence operations can be total or partial
(local) and their set constitutes a groupoid (Dornberger-Schiff,
1964, pp. 16 ff.; Fichtner, 1965, 1977). Any polytype (abstract)
belonging to such a family has its own stacking of layers, and
its symmetry can be described by the appropriate individual
groupoid. Strictly speaking, these groupoids are the members of
an OD groupoid family. Let us recall that any space group
* A coincidence operation is a space transformation (called also isometric
mapping, isometry, or motion), which preserves distances between any two points
of the given object.

Fig. 9.2.2.1. Symmetry interpretation of close packings of equal
spheres. The layer group of a single layer, the subgroup of its 
operations, and the number of asymmetric units N per unit mesh of the
former, are given at the top right. The  operations that have a
continuation for the pair of adjacent layers, the layer group of the
pair, and the value of F are indicated at the bottom right.
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